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Discover the amazing world of the Origanimals where
paper comes to life in colourful forms and with
creative folds! The Origanimals are the remarkable
result of combining origami and animals. These
unique characters live on Planet Origami, a place
resembling Earth, except that everything on this
planet is made out of paper-like substances. They are
friendly, fun, fabulous and also known as the
Awesome Four or ‘A4’ for short.

Our four foldable friends love to go on wildlife
adventures together and have a duty to help other

Origanimals in trouble. Join the Fold, Join the Fun!

Format: 52 eps x 11 min, 1920 X 1080 Full HD
Genre: Adventure / Comedy
Target: 4 – 6 yrs old
Language: English

Original Content, Delivering Now
Worldwide Distribution: Bejuba! Ent.
Broadcasting in ANZ/Asia/LAM/US From April 2016 onwards

SHOW INFO

Sole IP Owner and Producer:
Produced in Cyberjaya, Malaysia by Giggle Garage Sdn Bhd
http://www.gigglegarage.com

Press Info
http://www.gigglegarage.com/#presskits
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The Origanimals brand illustrates the
principles of teamwork, creativity,
adventure and empowers young kids to
solve problems with the use of creative
ideas – that kids are smart and can
always help someone in need.

1. Empowerment & self-esteem. 
That you can help make things better.

2. It’s okay if you are not good at 

something. One can be good in other ways 

and contribute  solutions  to a lot of things.

3. Teamwork & 
problem-solving

4. Craft & Creativity

TV SERIES: KEY VALUES



The A4 characters are lovable and related to the target kids. The A4 also represents the
normal kids – they have distinct personalities. Parents and kids will quickly find that lovable
A4 characters are not perfect but as a team, they are really awesome. Most boys and girls in
the targeted age group will be able to relate to with them, and able to create an emotional
bond between them and the characters.

Ryan Rhino

Fiona Fox

Zoe Zebra

Khye Koala

UNIQUE CHARACTERS



All the characters in Origanimals are very unique that they incorporate paper crafts and origami solutions 
in the show and in all of the stories. Paper is available to almost all the kids in the world.  With the 
Origanimals tv show, kids can now do more with paper crafts, making their own paper toys while 
creating relationship with the characters and the series.

UNIQUE: PAPER CRAFTS & FOLDS



MESSAGES

Paper Ideas 
that bring out the 

creativities and 
adventures in you.

Awesome 
Four!

To the 
Rescue.

Join the 
Fold, Join 
the Fun.

We helped 
someone 

today.

Got Paper? 
You are 

creative.

Bring out 
the good in 

you.

BRAND STATEMENT



OTHER CHARACTERS EXAMPLE
The Galapagos. Amazon. Tundra. Australian Outback. African Serengeti
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